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PATIENT ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF MRONJ: INSIGHT INTO FRAILTYSYNDROME
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Medication- related osteonecrosis of the jaws (MRONJ) treatment can vary in its purpose according to clinical, psychological, and socialneeds of the affected patient with one constant being that the objective of treatment will always be aimed at guaranteeing the best qualityof life in affected patients.When considering treatment options for patients affected by MRONJ the oral surgeon should make the decision on the basis of the mostbeneficial and cost-effective strategy and this could be difficult to assess.Patients affected with MRONJ commonly have disease circumstances which make difficult to choose between curative and palliativegoals, especially when factors such as comorbidity, performance status and prognosis are taken into account.Frailty is an important factor determining MRONJ treatment outcome therefore the tools used to assess the multidimensional aspects offrailty condition could be useful providing the oral surgeon with more data on patients’ vulnerability and can be considered as a novelapproach to treatment decision making.Main intention of a multidimensional assessment of frail patients with MRONJ is identifying the medical, functional and MRONJconditions of patients, establishing what are the treatment priorities if they are FIT, VULNERABLE or FRAIL patients choosing thetreatment accordingly and developing a personalized approach based on prognosis and general conditions.The publication of the last Italian Consensus Update 2020 on medication- related osteonecrosis of the jaws by the Italian Society of OralPathology and Medicine (SIPMO) summarise the good clinical practices in disease management. The experts focused among the otherson the topic of MRONJ surgical therapy highlighting the issue of anticipated surgery versus non-surgical therapies awaiting self-sequestration.Early surgical treatment in eligible patients is indicated even in the asymptomatic cases and increase the likelihood of long-term healing.Nevertheless it is also important to emphasize that while treating patients with curative intent equally we also have to cure those withheavy disease burden for who radical surgical treatment may not be feasible.Understanding frailty through validated measures such as the comprehensive geriatric assessment (CGA) and its derivedMultidimensional Prognostic Index (MPI) and frailty determinants in correlation to access to intervention seems to be crucial for thediagnostic and therapeutic process of MRONJ, leading to targeted interventions with the better potential.
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